Model ES-1024A 2-Channel Receiver - 120VAC
with Two 30 Amp High-Power NC Relay Outputs
The ES-1024A is a 2-channel Powerline Carrier Receiver designed to operate on a voltage of 120VAC.
It can be configured in 1-channel or 2-channel DPST-NC mode. In 1-channel mode, the relays operate
in tandem, and the address can be any one of the 16 control points.
1. Mount the Wirelynx Model ES-1024A Powerline Carrier Receiver’s enclosure adjacent to the load(s)
to be controlled, or a desirable location next to a breaker panel where the load to be controlled have
breakers. Use the appropriate conduit, connections, wiring devices, and wire to connect the ES-1024A
to the loads to be controlled.
2. To Power the ES-1024A with 120VAC, connect eh two BLASC #18AWG leads to the 120V phase
(“hot leg”).
3. The ES-1024A has two power relays, each with two double-pole single-throw (2 Form B) 30 amp dry
contacts. Connect the first controlled load through the #10AWG RED leads labeled C1A. Connect the
second controlled load through the #10AWG RED leads labeled C2A. Leave contacts C1B and C2B
unconnected if possible. The relay contacts have a maximum voltage rating of 30amps at 300V, 15
amps at 600V or 30 amps at 28VDC.
4. Before powering the ES-1024A receiver up, set all of the DIP switches. See figure 1. The eightposition DIP switch is located on the upper side ot the board as shown in Figure 2. The ES-1024A’s
relays operate in tandem in 1-channel mode independently in 2-channel mode. Set the relay’s
addresses using the table for DIP switches 1 through 3. DIP switch #4 is not used in the 2-channel
mode. Use all four DIP switches for setting the address in 1-channel mode. Set the House Code to the
same House Code as the transmitter on DIP switch #5. Set the minimum off-time enable for inductive
loads on DIP switches #6 and #7.
5. Turn on the power to the receiver. The green LED on the receiver should blink approximately once
per second indicating that the receiver is receiving the powerline carrier signal and data packets from
the transmitter (transmitter must also be turned on). If DIP switches #6 and #7 are in the enables
(up) position, both relays will shed immediately regardless of the command from the transmitter. In
2-channel mode, if DIP switches #6 and #7 are in the disabled (down) position, both relays will go to the
state commanded by the transmitter as soon as valid data packets are detected. In 1-channel mode,
the minimum off time is enabled if DIP switch #6 is up. If DIP switch #6 is up and DIP switch #7 is down,
both relays operate together. If DIP switch #6 and #7 are both up, then relay #2 opens approximately
one minute after relay #1.
6. When the transmitter sends an “energize” command, the red LEDs will be lit, indicating that the
relay’s coil is energized, and the normally-closed relay contacts are open. The controlled load should be
off when the red LEDs are on.
7. Replace cover and tighten screws.

How to Set a Relay’s Address
2-Channel Mode:
In 2-channel mode, the ES-1024A receiver’s address is set using DIP switches #1-3. Switch #4 is not used. The
first relay’s (Relay #1 “C1x”) address is directly set using the two-channel table above in Figure 1 and must be an
odd channel number, e.g. 1,3,5, etc. The second relay’s (Relay #2 “C2x”) address is set as the first relay plus 1. For
example, if you set DIP switches #1-3 for channel 3, then the first relay will respond to channel 3 commands and the
second relay will respond to channel 4 commands. See the 2-Channel Mode chart in Figure 1.

1-Channel Mode:
If the ES-1024A is used in 1-channel mode, then both relays will operate in tandem, meaning that both loads will switch
on and off together. Generally, this mode is not desirable for most demand control applications but may be useful for
other control applications, life lighting circuits. The address of the relays in 1-channel mode is set using DIP switches
#1-4 and can be set to any channel from one to 16. If you set the DIP switches for channel 12, for example, then both
relays will respond to channel 12 commands. See the 1-Channel Mode chart in Figure 1.

